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						Virtual Tours Available
Contact info@solarinyc.com to inquire
 
					

            
                
            
        
    

    
        
        
            
                Once you have lived in New York and made it your home, no place else is good enough.

                
                    - John Steinbeck
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                    Live at Solari

                    

                    
                        The excitement of Manhattan is beautifully expressed at Solari, beginning with soaring 10’-12’ ceilings, spectacular city views, and rich engineered wood floors from Spain. Kitchens offer custom Italian Stevali cabinetry with soft-close technology, imported Italian tiling, Caesarstone countertops, and stainless steel appliances. Pampered master baths also invite with high-level finishes, including imported Italian tiling, custom Italian vanities with Caesarstone tops, Grohe fixtures, and Kohler tubs.
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                    Amenities

                    

                    
                        Be pampered. Be spoiled. Be home.


Lush amenities are Solari’s hallmark. Begin every day with laps in the 40’ indoor spa pool, a Life Fitness Health Club workout, or a deep stretch in the yoga studio. Hold business meetings in the conference room without ever leaving home, or work on your swing with the golf simulator.
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        Neighborhood

        

        
            Empire State Building. Herald Square. NoMad. Transportation nexus.


A myriad of shops, restaurants, hotels, schools, and entertainment venues surround Solari.


A world-famous destination deserves the perfect world-class residence.
        

    
    
                
            
                
                
                    
                        
                            
                                The world's most celebrated theaters and entertainment await just a few blocks north of Solari in the 40s and 50s.                            
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                                A few blocks due south, 'Flatiron' is home  to Silicon Alley, ad agencies, flagship fashion brands, and some of Manhattan's best restaurants.                            

                        

                    
                    
                        Flatiron District

                    
                

            
        

            
            
                
                
                    
                        
                            
                                Hop on your bike or the nearest subway and explore the magic of New York's most famous park, stretching  across 843 city acres, equal to 1.317 square miles.                            
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                                Seven short city blocks north, the fashion scene steals your heart with its famous runways and events just behind the New York Public Library.                            
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                                This unique 1.45 mile linear park was created on an elevated  section of the old West Side Line, from Gansevoort to 34th Streets. It's a "living system" worth discovering, and is a popular destination.                            
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                                Madison Square Garden, located just two blocks west of Solari, is New York City’s largest multi-purpose indoor arena. It’s home to approximately 320 events a year, including all home games for the New York Knicks, New York Rangers and New York Liberty.                            

                        

                    
                    
                        Madison Square Garden

                    
                

            
        

        

    
                
            
                
                    
                        Solari stands at the gateway to Midtown and Times Square; a few blocks from The Highline, and minutes to lower Manhattan by subway. Some people say it’s the most convenient neighborhood in New York. Many believe it’s simply the best.                    
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                Click to open expanded view
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                    Views at Solari

                    

                    
                        Here, the cityscape comes alive. The perfect venue for social gatherings, Solari’s rooftop faces the Empire State Building; the views are immediate and incomparable. Appointed with a radiant fireplace, comfortable theatre, and catering kitchen, the indoor rooftop lounge provides an irresistible year ‘round haven. Outdoor rooftop spaces feature cabanas, chaise lounges, a natural zen green-wall, grilling stations, and a theatre under the stars.
                    

                

            

        

        
            
                            
                            
                            
                            
                            
                            
                            
                            
                            
                            
                            
                            
                            
                    
                        
                        
                            
                        
                    
                

                        

        

    






                                                

    
        Availabilities

        

        	
                        Unit
                    	
                        Beds
                    	
                        Baths
                    	
                        Price
                    	
                        FP
                    	
					    Images
					
						

						

	PH2C	1 Bedroom	1 bathroom	$7122	View	

	PH1F	Studio	1 Bath	$4945	View	

	28E	Studio	1 Bath	$4712	View	

	14G	Studio	1 Bath	$3895	View	
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		Virtual Tours

		

		
		Solari Lobby Entrance
Solari Gym
Solari Golf Simulator
Solari Business Center
Solari Spa Pool
Solari Spa Terrace
Solari 1BR
Solari 1BR Bedroom
Solari 2BR
Solari 2BR #2
Solari 2BR Bedroom
Solari Studio
Solari Penthouse
Solari Rooftop Lounge
Solari Rooftop Lounge View
Solari Rooftop NE Empire State Building
Solari Rooftop Looking North
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Broker
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Studio
1 Bedroom
2 Bedroom
3 Bedroom
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        The Team
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                    An award-winning architectural firm who has made major contributions to New York City’s built environment since their founding in 1967.  Notable residential projects include Hawthorn Park, The Encore, 325 Fifth Avenue, Edge, and Level BK.  Their trend-setting boutique hotels include Hotel Gansevoort, Gansevoort Park, and the Library and Giraffe Hotels among many others.                
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                    In collaboration with Stephen B. Jacobs Group for many years, they are responsible for the interior design of many of the Group’s award-winning residential and hospitality projects.  Andi Pepper’s work avoids ties to any one tradition, resulting in work that has an air of familiarity yet seems new rather than derivative.  Because of her background in sculpture and painting, her designs are conceived as a work of art, using stone, wood and fabrics with unexpected shocks of color, light, and texture, to arrive at a totally novel effect.                
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                                42 W 33rd Street, New York, NY 10001                            

                            
                                info@solarinyc.com
                            

                            
                                646.692.3326                            

                        
                    

                

                
                    
                        

                    

                

                
                    By clicking the Submit button, you are indicating that you have read and agree to our Terms of Use | Privacy Policy
                
            

        

    






                        
                    

                

                
                
            


            
    

    
        
        
        
    
    

            
    
        
            
                
                    
                        Terms of Use

                		
                            By completing the form and clicking submit, you are indicating you have an interest in the offering. An agent may contact you by the methods you
                            have provided. We may email you in the future to provide you with new information or to keep you up to date on the projects development and sales.
                        

                        
                            The information you provide will be used by this developer and his agents only. No information will be resold.
                        

                        
                            You may opt out of future emails and correspondence by following the instructions at the end of the email we send.
                        

                    
                    

                    
                        Privacy Policy

                        
                            This website uses Google Analytics to help you analyze how users use the site. The tool uses "cookies," which are text files placed on your computer,
                            to collect standard internet log information and visitor behavior information in an anonymous form. The information generated by the cookie about
                            your use of the website (including your IP address) is transmitted to Google. The information is then used to evaluate visitors' use of the website
                            and to compile statistical reports on the website activity for the developer, the developer's agents and the advertising agency only.
                        

                        
                            Additionally, this website may use cookies that allow the developer to show the website visitor's relevant advertising throughout the Google
                            display network through a process called "remarketing." Remarketing does not use any Personally Identifiable Information, and no attempts
                            are made to associate your IP address or any Personally Identifiable Information for remarketing. You may find more information or opt out
                            here: http://www.google.com/privacy/ads/
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